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Related

By Mark Bradley

Adrian Wojnarowski of Yahoo! Sports is reporting that the Atlanta Hawks are giving “significant consideration” to hiring
Ettore Messina, the Italian-born coach of the Russian club CSKA Moscow. Wojnarowski also reports that Stan Van Gundy,
identified as “Atlanta’s top target,” is “a long shot to accept the job.”

Hiring Messina would be a fascinating move. As Wojnarowski notes, Hawks general manager Danny Ferry has long been
intrigued by Continental basketball. Quin Snyder, his former Duke teammate, is Messina’s CSKA Moscow assistant, and
Messina himself – who does speak English – was a consultant under Mike Brown with the Lakers. Brown coached the
Cavaliers when Ferry was the GM in Cleveland. (Messina has also coached Virtus Bologna and Benetton Treviso in the
Italian league and Real Madrid in Spain. His teams have won four Euroleague titles.)

But – and this is just me guessing – the fascinating move might not be the proper one. The naming of the Hawks' next coach
will be intended to send a message to fans but mostly to those who work in the NBA, and here we mean free agents. Ferry
wants folks around the league to believe the Hawks are serious about getting the basketball part of their operation right, so
serious that they'll be joining the short list of teams capable of playing for championships.

From a tactical standpoint, Messina might indeed be the right guy. But if the biggest part of your future is invested in getting
Big Names to sign, do you want them to feel they’ll be part of a grand experiment? The guess here is no. The guess is that
you’d want them to believe they’d be joining something more grounded, something less daring.

The contrarian in me would love to see the Hawks think so far outside the ol’ box that they wind up hiring someone from
across the pond. It would be fun to cover. (More fun than Stan Van Grumpy.) But it might not be the right hire at this pivotal
moment.
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Posted by WW5 at 7:46 a.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

there must be a competent US citizen that wants to coach the hawks.

Posted by StoutMosquito at 7:50 a.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

I've heard Danny Ferry is considering hiring Paul Hewitt as the next head coach of the Hawks. You heard it here first!

Posted by Esquire at 8:06 a.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse
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I wonder if Bumper Tormohlen would consider taking the reigns again. He could get Alex Hannum as one of his
assistants........................or vice-versa.

Posted by Patreese at 8:40 a.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

Why does it matter where a coach is from? The only thing I care for is can he get us to compete with the heat,bulls,pacers .

Posted by Delbert_D at 8:52 a.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

I really like the idea. Messina could let the refs really have it, and he and I owuld be the only guys to be able to understand it.
"Tu fare un giro, maiale!"

Posted by JChikara at 8:57 a.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

Mark, I think we are overvaluing these free agents a bit much. Bringing in a coach who can teach a different type of
basketball, especially with the way the league is becoming faster, might be the best thing in the long run.

Posted by JSSN at 9:10 a.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

Sorry to tell most of you smart alecks, all except the very rookie refs have done Euro League or FIBA international games,
they've heard all of the pejoratives!

Posted by NoGaGator at 9:17 a.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

Geez guys, who is the one to pick the photos?

This one hardly does Senor Messina any favors. It makes him look like one of those European farces.

Posted by JSSN at 9:28 a.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

Messina can coach, but as in Toronto with , Mauriizo Gherardini in the front office and Jay Triano coaching later, it is a
witches brew unless you have a roster capable of winning!
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Posted by JSSN at 9:35 a.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

"European farces?" As opposed to who? Larry Brown and Coach K look any better somehow? SMH

Posted by USAF92 at 9:59 a.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

Van Gundy may be seriously considered as an answer to the coaching question but if you make that hire then you are also
indicating that you have given up the idea of landing Dwight Howard.

Not that this would be such a bad thing (I personally prefer we go after Paul and Jefferson) but I do think you have a better
chance to enticing Chris Paul to come here if you are also bringing in Dwight Howard. 

Posted by JacketMan at 9:59 a.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

Any European Coach would have the same "learning curve" as a player coming from across the pond as far as NBA rules of
the game. Let's face it, the way the game is played here versus there is just not the same. Some European players can
make the transition fine, and some US players can do the same going that way, but learning how to actually play one style of
play in another League might be "confusing" to the players and the refs.

Posted by Glennsanity at 10:34 a.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

Danny Ferry is doing his due diligence . I think it is important to remember he himself said it would be a 5 or 6 year plan .
There will be a new crop of CPIII's and Dwight Howards next year . The important thing is the right/best head coach is found .
Let him establish the play/style of play and let it work its way down . Instant gratification is just that .

Posted by PaulinNH at 11:16 a.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

"learning how to actually play one style of play in another League might be "confusing" to the players and the refs." 

If you watch college basketball you know that every single player entering the NBA has to learn a new style of play. 
The problem with a coach from Europe will be the acceptance by the players. There are few examples of successful
coaching jumps from college to the NBA.
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Posted by PuckLikeAPornStar at 11:27 a.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

If we do sign a European coach, I hope it leads to more exposure overseas, and maybe even a few exposition games
against those Greek and Turkish teams with the insane fans. I helped make a few Hawks fans when I was in China, but
most of the people I met there were Kobe fans. Make a splash, Ferry!

Posted by Wayne_stuck_in_AL at 11:49 a.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

In the same way Stan Kasten and Pete Babcock used to waste draft picks on Euros over a generation ago, Atlanta De-Spirit
is trying to go the cheap route...but then again, who'd want to work for these clowns?

Posted by afx at 4:12 p.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

it doesn't matter from what location this guy only matter wright demanding coach, however in hockey same experiment failed
and hockey players more tolerant to Europe born people, also they less prima dona like in star starving big money NBA
league.

Posted by Rhynos at 10:46 p.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

Typical of the Hawks. This guy is probably willing to take much, much less to come coach in the US. Although, given many of
the NBA retreads, this may actually be the best move.

Posted by BrianAJC at 11:28 p.m. May. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

If you are thinking Euro think David Blatt. He is an American who has phenominal success there.

Posted by lithoniaguy at 8:29 a.m. May. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

It doesn't matter if the Hawks have no superstars.
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